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We employ the antenna subtraction method to construct subtraction terms for certain partonic
processes contributing to the double real radiation corrections to t t¯ production. These subtraction
terms are calculated for both leading and subleading colour contributions and they require the
use of new four-parton antenna functions with massive fermions. The validity of our subtraction
terms is then checked numerically: We show that in all the unresolved regions of phase space the
ratio of the double real radiation contributions and the subtraction terms approaches unity.
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1. Introduction
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The double virtual corrections dσ̂NNLO
are constructed with two-loop amplitudes interfered with the
corresponding Born matrix element, and with one-loop amplitudes squared. The mixed real-virtual
RV
contributions dσ̂NNLO
are built from the interference of one-loop amplitudes with an additional real
radiated parton and the corresponding tree-level matrix element. Finally, the double real radiation
RR
corrections dσ̂NNLO
are constructed from tree-level matrix elements squared with two real partons
added to the corresponding basic LO process.
For top quark pair production in hadronic collisions, intermediate results are available in all
three NNLO ingredients with a varying degree of completion. The double virtual corrections built
with one-loop amplitudes squared have been fully worked out in [12]. Regarding the two-loop
matrix elements, there is a purely numerical evaluation of the qq̄ → t t¯ channel [13]. There are
also analytical results for several colour factors in both quark and gluon-initiated processes [14].
For the mixed real-virtual contributions, the infrared structure of the corresponding one-loop matrix
elements has been studied in [15]. The double real radiation corrections have been tackled with two
independent approaches: On one hand, there is a numerical approach that combines the techniques
of sector decomposition and subtraction [16], and on the other hand the antenna subtraction method
with massive fermions has been derived and employed by ourselves in [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Here
we shall review how we apply this method to the partonic processes
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With a mass mt = 173 ± 1.3 GeV, the top quark is the heaviest Standard Model particle that is
produced at colliders. The detailed study of its properties will shed light on the origin of particle
masses and the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. Since its discovery at the Fermilab
Tevatron [1, 2], a number of these properties (mass, couplings) have been determined to an accuracy
of ten to twenty per cent. The large number of top quark pairs produced at the LHC [3] will enable
more precise experimental measurements. Some observables such as the total cross section for top
quark pair production will be determined with an accuracy of the order of five per cent. Therefore,
in order to extract fundamental parameters like couplings and masses by comparing experimental
data and theoretical predictions, the latter should also be computed to an accuracy of a few percent.
This is achieved by evaluating higher order terms in the perturbative expansion of the top-antitop
cross section.
The next-to-leading-order (NLO) predictions for top quark pair production in the narrow width
approximation have been available for quite some time [4], and more recently off-shell effects have
been taken into account in [5]. Combined with the next-to-leading-logarithmic resummation (NLL)
[6] and the NNLL resummation [7], these calculations yield a theoretical uncertainty of the order
of ten percent. The same accuracy is available for single top production [8], top pair in association
with jets [9] and for top-pair-plus-bottom-pair production [10].
An increasing number of pieces relevant for the evaluation of the cross section for top pair
production at NNLO have become available recently. Most notably, the full NNLO corrections
to the quark-antiquark channel have been computed in [11]. Quite generally, the NNLO corrections to any given partonic cross section with m particles in the final state contain three different
contributions
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qq̄ → t t¯q0 q̄0 ,

qq̄ → t t¯qq̄ ,

qq0 → t t¯qq0 ,

qq → t t¯qq ,

gg → t t¯qq̄.

In section 2 we outline the way in which this extended version of the antenna subtraction
method works at NNLO. The necessary ingredients required for the construction of subtraction
terms for the double real radiation corrections to heavy quark pair production in hadronic collisions
are reviewed in section 3. In section 4 we present the results of a series of numerical checks carried
out in order to test the validity of our subtraction terms. Finally, in section 5 we present our
conclusions.

While infrared singularities from purely virtual corrections are obtained immediately after integration over the loop momenta, their extraction is more involved for real emission (or mixed
real-virtual) contributions. There, the infrared singularities only become explicit after integrating the matrix elements over the phase space appropriate to the differential cross section under
consideration. Since these observables depend in general in a non trivial manner on the experimental criteria needed to define them, they can only be calculated numerically. The computation of
hadronic observables including higher order corrections therefore requires a systematic procedure
to cancel infrared singularities among different partonic channels before any numerical computation of the observable can be performed. Subtraction methods explicitly constructing infrared
subtraction terms are well-known solutions to this problem.
Employing a subtraction method, the NNLO partonic cross section given in 1.1 for a hadronic
observable can be organised as
Z

RR
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− dσ̂NNLO
dΦ
Z m+2 

MF,1
RV
VS
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(2.1)
dΦm
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The crucial points that all subtraction terms
and dσ̂NNLO
must satisfy are that (a) they
RR
RV
approximate dσ̂NNLO and dσ̂NNLO respectively in all singular limits, (b) they are still sufficiently
simple to be integrated analytically, (c) they should account for the limit they are aimed at without
introducing spurious infrared singularities in other limits. With these requirements, the integrand
in each of the three lines of eq.(2.1) is free of infrared singularities, and the corresponding phase
space integrals can be carried out numerically in four dimensions.
Based on the universal factorisation of QCD amplitudes in their infrared limits [22], the antenna subtraction method provides a framework to construct subtraction terms meeting the requirements explained above. It was first developed for the evaluation of NNLO jet rates in e+ e−
collisions [23, 24], and then extended in order to deal with coloured initial states and massless
final state partons [25, 26]. The formalism for the construction of NNLO antenna subtraction terms
for hadronic jet observables has been set up in [27, 28] in the context of a proof-of-principle implementation of the contribution of the purely gluonic contributions to di-jet production at hadron
colliders.
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2. Antenna subtraction at NNLO
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Xi0jk = Si jk,IK

|Mi0jk |2
0 |2
|MIK

.

(2.2)

To subtract double unresolved limits we employ products of two three-parton antennae or four parton antennae depending on the colour connection of the unresolved particles. Four-parton antenna
are defined as
|Mi0jkl |2
.
(2.3)
Xi0jkl = Si jkl,IL
0 |2
|MIL
We distinguish between final-final (f-f), initial-final (i-f) and initial-initial (i-i) antennae depending
on whether the hard radiators are in the final or in the initial state. Furthermore, since the hard
radiators can be (anti)quarks or gluons we distinguish between quark-antiquark, quark-gluon, and
gluon-gluon antennae.
Subtraction terms are then built as products of antenna functions and reduced matrix elements
with remapped momenta. Although we shall leave the phase-space mappings to be discussed elsewhere (e.g. [19, 27]), their main feature is that they collapse onto the Born kinematics of each
unresolved limit. Different mappings are needed for f-f, i-f and i-i configurations.
The last ingredient needed to construct antenna subtraction terms is a factorisation of the full
double real radiation phase space into an antenna phase space and a reduced one with remapped
momenta. This factorisation, which is different for f-f, i-f and i-i configurations, enables the analytic integration of the antenna functions in the subtraction terms over the antenna phase space,
leaving the reduced matrix elements with remapped momenta unintegrated. Schematically, the
integrated form of a subtraction term built with a four-parton antenna reads
Xi 0jkl

Z

dΦm |Mm+2 |2 ,

(2.4)

with Xi 0jkl being the integrated antenna, dΦm the reduced phase space and |Mm+2 |2 the reduced matrix element squared. This integrated subtraction term can then be readily combined with the double
virtual contributions and with the corresponding mass factorisation counterterms, thus achieving
an analytic cancellation of the explicit poles in the dimensional regulator ε.
4
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The method has also been expanded to include massive fermions. In [17, 18] it was extended
at the NLO level and employed to compute the real NLO corrections to t t¯ and t t¯ + jet hadronic production. In [19, 20] we further extended the method to the NNLO level, and derived the double real
emission corrections to the cross section for t t¯ production due to the partonic channels mentioned
above.
The main ingredients for the construction of antenna subtraction terms are antenna functions,
phase space mappings, and a Lorentz invariant factorisation of the full phase space.
Antenna functions are calculated as ratios of physical colour-ordered matrix elements squared
with two hard particles (hard radiators) and unresolved radiation emitted in between. They yield
the correct unresolved factor (splitting functions, soft factors, etc.) corresponding to each limit.
In the evaluation of the double real radiation only tree-level antennae are needed. The subtraction
of single unresolved limits requires three-parton antennae which are calculated as the ratio of a
three-parton and a two-parton colour-ordered matrix element squared
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3. Subtraction terms for t t¯ production in hadronic collisions
In the partonic processes
qq̄ → t t¯q0 q̄0 ,

qq̄ → t t¯qq̄ ,

qq0 → t t¯qq0 ,

qq → t t¯qq ,

gg → t t¯qq̄

contributing to the double real corrections to t t¯ production in hadronic collisions we encounter
• Soft quark-antiquark limits
• Initial-final triple collinear limits

• Single final-final and initial-final collinear limits.
There are no collinear limits involving the heavy quark pair, since those are regulated by the large
fermion mass. The quasi-collinear logarithms log(mt2 /si j ), which could be a source of numerical
instabilities for example in bottom-antibottom production, are not enhanced in the kinematical configuration under consideration. These limits are therefore not taken into account in the construction
of our subtraction terms.
The subtraction of the infrared limits listed above requires several kinds of three-parton treelevel antenna functions with massive and massless hard radiators in i-i, i-f and f-f configurations.
It also requires the massless (i-i) four-parton antennae B04 (q̄ˆ , q̄0 , q0 , q̂) and G04 (ĝ, q0 , q̄0 , ĝ), the massive (i-f) antennae B04 (Q, q̄0 , q0 , q̂), E40 (Q, q̄0 , q0 , ĝ) and Ẽ40 (Q, q̄0 , q0 , ĝ) and the massive (f-f) antenna
B04 (Q, q̄0 , q0 , Q̄). These four-parton antennae are employed to subtract those infrared limits of the
double real radiation matrix element in which the two unresolved particles are colour-connected.
The massless (i-i) antennae are simply obtained by the appropriate crossings of their massless
counterparts in [24]. Their integrated form has been calculated in [26]. The massive (f-f) B-type
antenna has been computed for the first time and integrated in [21]. The unintegrated form of the
massive (i-f) B and E type antennae has been presented more recently in [19, 20]. Their integration
is ongoing [29].
While the subtraction of double unresolved limits in the leading colour pieces follows the
general antenna subtraction framework, certain subleading colour terms require a special treatment.
In the leading colour contributions the subtraction of a double unresolved limit is always achieved
with only one four-parton antenna (and products of three-parton antennae), whereas for some types
of subleading colour pieces, subtraction terms must be built with a combination of several fourparton antennae. The particular combination of antenna functions that are needed is obtained by
analysing the infrared behaviour of the matrix element at the amplitude level [19, 20].

4. Numerical results
To verify how well the subtraction terms approximate the double real contributions related to
the different partonic processes that we considered, we have used RAMBO [30] to generate phase
space points in the vicinity of the singular regions and computed the ratio
R=

RR
dσ̂NNLO
S
dσ̂NNLO
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• Double initial-final collinear limits
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for each of these points. In each unresolved limit we define a control variable x that allows us to
RR
S
vary the proximity of the phase space points to the singularity. For the difference dσ̂NNLO
− dσ̂NNLO
to be finite and numerically integrable in four dimensions, the ratio R should approach unity as we
get close to any singularity. The phase space points were generated with a fixed centre-of-mass
√
energy of s = 1000 GeV, the heavy fermions were given a mass of 174.3 GeV, and required to
have pT > 50 GeV.
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Figure 1: Distribution of R for 10000 phase space points in (a) the double soft region and (b) the triple
collinear region, in the partonic process gg → QQ̄qq̄.

In fig.1 we show the ratio between the double real radiation matrix element and the subtraction
for (a) the double soft and (b) the triple collinear region of the process gg → QQ̄qq̄. In the former
we use x = (s − sQQ̄ )/s as our control variable, while in the later we employ x = −sĝqq̄ /s. As it can
be seen as x becomes smaller, i.e. as we get closer in phase space to the singularity, the histograms
become more sharply peaked at R = 1. The same behaviour is observed for all single and double
unresolved limits of the partonic processes considered. This is a clear signal that our subtraction
terms correctly approximate the real radiation matrix elements in all unresolved regions of phase
space.
As explained in [19], for example, antenna subtraction terms do not reproduce the spin correlations of the gluon collinear splittings. However, as it has been shown in [19, 27], these spin
correlations are proportional to cos(2φ + α), where φ is the azimuthal angle of the collinear pair
about the collinear axis. The spin correlations can therefore be averaged out by combining phase
space points whose azimuthal angles about the collinear axis differ by π/2. As it can be seen
in fig.2, this combination indeed leads to a remarkable improvement in the convergence of our
subtraction terms to the real radiation matrix element.

5. Conclusions
We generalised the antenna subtraction method to evaluate the double real radiation corrections
to heavy quark pair production in hadronic collisions. We applied this method to the construction
of subtraction terms for the partonic processes
qq̄ → t t¯q0 q̄0 ,

qq̄ → t t¯qq̄ ,

qq0 → t t¯qq0 ,
6

qq → t t¯qq ,

gg → t t¯qq̄.
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Figure 2: Distribution of R for 10000 phase space points in the collinear region: (a) without azimuthal
averaging, (b) with azimuthal averaging, in the partonic process qq̄ → QQ̄q0 q̄0 .

For this purpose, we computed the new relevant massive initial-final antenna functions and their
corresponding infrared limits. The integration of them is ongoing. As a crucial test of our subtraction terms we checked numerically that they correctly approximate the double real radiation matrix
elements in all their unresolved limits. This constitutes a highly nontrivial check on our extension
of the antenna subtraction method to treat massive final states at NNLO.
The computation of the double real corrections and the corresponding subtraction terms for
the partonic processes mentioned above represents an essential step towards the completion of a
full NNLO calculation for t t¯ production in hadronic collisions.
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